Endangered Species

Cut the pages on the dotted lines and place them in this pattern: 1 2 3 4. Using a single six-sided die and whatever markers you can gather (coins, different rocks, pawns from other games, etc.), take turns rolling and moving the number on the die. Follow the directions on the square you land on. Requested facts can be found throughout the board. Can you all get to the end before you go extinct?

- The black-faced impala is a rare subspecies of impala, making it desirable to trophy hunters.
- Impalas are known for their leaps which can span 30 feet.
- Herds range in size from 3 to 15 and are found in Africa.

Tell someone a fact about the goliath frog.

Tell someone a fact about the pronghorn.

Tell someone a fact about the cheetah.

Tell someone a fact about any mammal.

Tell someone three threats to endangered animals.

- Nearly 50% of all cheetahs in Africa live on unprotected land.
- Cheetahs can accelerate from 0 to 60 in three seconds.
- Cheetahs don’t roar like other large cats, but rather make high-pitched chirps.
Tell someone a fact about an African animal.

Tell someone a fact about the impala.

Tell someone a fact about the cockatoo.

Tell someone a fact about the Sonoran pronghorn.
- The Sonoran pronghorn is one of the most endangered animals in the United States.
- The pronghorn is the fastest land animal in North America.
- Drought is its biggest threat.

Tell someone a fact about the blue whale.

Your species moves from the threatened list to the endangered list. Lose a turn!

Tell someone three threats to endangered animals.

Catch a poacher in the act and save an elephant. Roll again!

Move forward three spaces and read that square.
Tell someone a fact about the **goliath frog**.

Tell someone a fact about a non-mammal.

Tell someone a fact about the **impala**.

- The **blue whale** is the largest animal known to have existed.
- Whaling (hunting whales for their usable products) is its biggest threat.
- Seen regularly off the coast of California.

- The **white cockatoo** is one of several endangered cockatoo species.
- Its beauty makes it desirable for the pet trade
- Found in the Philippines, Indonesia, and Australia.

**FINISH**

Recite three things you’ve learned and your species will survive!

Tell any fact that hasn’t been told so far to avoid extinction!

Tell someone three threats to endangered animals.
Tell someone a fact about the **blue whale**.

Tell someone a fact about an African animal.

**Tell someone a fact about the cockatoo.**

Discover a new population of an endangered species: roll again!

Tell someone a fact about the **cheetah**.

Tell someone a fact about a mammal.

Tell someone a fact about a non-African animal.

- The **goliath frog** is the largest living frog on earth.
- It is found in a few remote places such as Equatorial Guinea.
- Its biggest threat is its desirability as an exotic pet.

Make it to the finish space on your next turn or become **EXTINCT**.

Tell someone a fact about the **pronghorn**.